Leadership

development is an inside-out job. That means,

that leadership starts from within the individual. Not from the outside by
layering on the latest buzz techniques, management fads or profiling metrics to
an already faltering system. If you want to train and retain future talent at your
organisation, you must understand that prior to leading others, a future leader
must first be able to lead themselves.
Hari Kalymnios believes that, to lead oneself, a person needs to be on point physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Hari teaches your future
leaders what is required to balance and optimise these four areas leading to
improved resilience, increased energy & motivation and higher productivity
which ultimately translates into a more impressive bottom line.
Hari Kalymnios knows that your most talented employees are desperate to
find new ways to lead and add value in a ridiculously crowded market. How
can your people create a culture of inspired leadership and develop new
ideas that will help grow your company and themselves? By using the
principles of The Leadership B.E.A.T. Model™. This provides you with
a framework to optimise the four personal energies most relevant to
leadership success.
Hari’s moving and inspiring training will shake up your organisation and
teach your people:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The four areas to focus on in order to operate and lead at one’s best
How to increase personal resilience and avoid burnout and stress
Mastery of mindset to improve productivity, performance and personal relationships
How to generate more personal energy to stand out from the crowd
Cutting edge tools to accelerate behavioural change
Techniques and strategies to ensure continued success
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After watching organisations, employees and fellow colleagues suffer from
stagnation and sub-prime performance, Hari developed this framework.
Optimising the capacity of an individual and releasing their inner potential
to achieve high performance. Having worked for top tier companies like
Accenture, The London Stock Exchange and Sainsbury’s, Hari has seen
firsthand that most employees are simply operating below par. An ageing
workforce and changes to the career expectations of the Millennial and
Generation X demographic means that future leadership needs to change.
Quite simply, the way most people are working, isn’t working.

“…The feedback was incredible. People really felt that a difference could be made to their daily
work and personal lives with tips and advice that Hari offered and the response was
overwhelmingly positive from everyone that attended a session – so much so that we plan to work
together as much as possible in the near future. Hari was professional and clearly knew his stuff –
a very, very worthwhile session indeed.”
Lola Chaudhuri, Benefits Manager
MEDIACOM
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“An amazing and
inspiring evening. So
many ideas, so much
value in just two hours!”
Hans Schumann, Senior Lawyer

Hari visited PwC to deliver a session on 'digital dieting
and nutrition' for a group of our staff. Hari's session was
very well received - it was extremely relevant to our
working routines, as well as engaging and informative.
Some of the most thought provoking sections included the
science behind the impact of technology on mental health,
and practical ways in which we can view situations more
positively. Hari's session was full of extremely practical
and accessible ways of changing the way we interact with
technology, which it was clear could have a significant
impact on our day to day wellbeing if put into practice.
Hari was also a lively and intelligent presenter - he very
effectively got people involved, tailored his material and
activities to be appropriate for this particular group of
people. I would highly recommend Hari after this
experience.
Catherine D’Souza, Consultant
PwC
“Hari is someone who is truly passionate and dedicated to helping people achieve their goals and
has the knowledge to help too. After just one session with Hari, I had the confidence and the
know-how of how to deliver engaging and energetic presentations that get key messages across
and inspires audiences to take action. I can’t recommend Hari enough…”
Anita Jasser, Managing Director
SO FAR BEYOND
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“Hari is one of those people you warm to immediately - whether meeting him one-on-one or
watching him speak on stage. His presence, focus and commitment is immediately obvious,
making him a pleasure to watch when speaking and fascinating and stimulating to work with.
Hari's expertise in leadership and energy is obvious and communicated with passion - he's a
skilled speaker, both entertaining and motivational. He's generous with his time and expertise
and clearly very supportive and encouraging to those he works with.
I look forward to working with him again in future.”
Steve Bustin, Business Communications and Media Expert
STEVEBUSTIN.COM
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Popular Programs
“Hari is energetic, engaging and approachable.
He radiates enthusiasm and communicates his
breadth of knowledge in an interesting and
effective way. My colleagues and I have all
thoroughly enjoyed his training. I would certainly
recommend hearing what he has to say. “
Amanda Zafiris, Associate Director
MEDIACOM
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THE RESILIENT LEADER:
HANDLE STRESS AND AVOID BURNOUT

THE ENERGETIC LEADER:
FIND THE SUPERHUMAN LEADER IN YOU

Topic: Resilience Building and Stress
Management

Topic: Personal Well-being and Executive
Longevity

Imagine you have an assignment due for your boss, a
client deadline is looming and your child is ill at home.
Stressed much? Few employees and future leaders today
rarely go through a day without some level of stress.
Overwork, more demands on our time and attention lead
to an ever increasing stressed out and burnout-looming
workforce. To become a truly successful leader one must
manage and flow with stress - not necessarily avoid it.
How you handle stress matters. Both mentally, but
perhaps more importantly, physiologically. Unchecked
stress ultimately leads to increased risk of illness, attrition,
errors and unhappy clients and employees. What if there
were ways to manage and deal with these demands allowing
us - not just to survive - but thrive? In these sessions, Hari
shares the best practice he’s acquired to increase
resilience and function optimally amidst the modern
stresses of everyday life.

What is a common denominator across everything? The one
force that underpins everything? Energy! All the
management, productivity and leadership tools and
techniques in the world won’t be any good if the people
with the knowledge of them can’t utilise them fully. For
true success, the future leader will need to understand
how to operate at an energetically high level. With
superhuman demands on us, we need superhuman energy
in order to succeed. Hari realised this while working to
juggle the demands of a career in the City and an active
social & family life - all the while, looking to expand his
own personal growth in the precious few hours that
remained. With small and incremental changes, Hari
witnessed an exponential surge in his energy and vitality
levels which allowed him to operate at a much higher
level. These sessions cover what’s required in order to
achieve the same.

THE MINDFUL LEADER:
THE HIGH PERFORMING MINDSET TO
THRIVE

THE EMPOWERED LEADER:
COMMUNICATE, RELATE AND ELEVATE

Topic: Mindset Mastery and Personal Growth

Topic: Communication & Relationship
Management

Where does all change start? Where does anything and
everything start? The leader of the future is committed to
personal growth and understands that they can either be
master of, or mastered by, their minds. By understanding
how we think, what we can control (and what we can’t)
and the importance of various modalities of
communication that we have within ourselves, we are able
to make noticeable improvements. Often the trouble is
not in knowing what to do - it’s doing what you know! Our
unconscious programming and prior conditioning can be
the biggest thorn in the new leader’s side. Hari takes this
immensely vast and complex topic and delivers the key
principles in easy-to-digest and practical ways. In these
sessions, your future leaders will learn practical ways to
improve their mindset and become more productive,
performant and passionate in their work.

What do the world’s best leaders, who are able to inspire,
have in common? What often differentiates the delivery of a
successful project from an unsuccessful one? A great boss from
a tyrannical one? It all comes down to simple,
straightforward and largely surrendered principles of
communication. It’s about how you talk, listen, debate and
persuade. Communication is often at the root cause of
many business issues. Customers fleeing, colleagues
feuding and companies faltering. Hari teaches leaders in
organisations advanced communication techniques
needed to create healthy relationships on the ‘shop’ floor,
office space or boardroom. In these enlightening sessions,
participants learn to understand and recognise different
communication styles, communicate with authenticity and
compassion, release the urge to be controlling and build
more giving and fulfilling relationships.HariKalymnios.com

About Hari
Hari Kalymnios is a London-based
corporate trainer, coach and
speaker. A First Class Astrophysics
graduate with over a decade
working in London for world
renowned companies like
Accenture, The London Stock
Exchange and Sainsbury’s, Hari
became frustrated with what he
saw as lack of real innovation and
change when it came to people
development and growth.
Fuelled by his own passion for personal and professional development, Hari started studying
different fields of expertise. From Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), practical psychology
and personal development to leadership, health and nutrition. All in the quest to find out what
high performing leaders did that set them apart from others.
What he noticed was that high performing leaders, in whatever field it was, had similar beliefs,
practices and approaches to living and leading their own lives.
Hari started applying what he was learning and noticed changes in his own life - physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually - which led to him being more focussed, productive and
energised. His relationships improved and he took his life to a whole new level. What he learnt
integrated well into his long standing passions of health, fitness and optimising human potential
and he realised that this needed to be propagated throughout the business community. Indeed, it
was the missing piece within the leadership and learning & development arenas. His decade of
experience in the corporate world confirmed the belief that most modern professionals and
future leaders in organisations are lacking vital skills in order to thrive - and not just survive.
Hari assimilated all the knowledge, techniques and tools he’d accumulated over the years and
noticed a pattern. By structuring what he’d learnt, he developed The Leadership B.E.A.T.
Model™- a system of self-assessment and development which will turn an average leader into a
super leader. This is done by understanding the four areas (B.E.A.T.) that impact personal
energy and effectiveness and lead to superhuman leadership.
Hari’s belief is that in order to lead other people, the leader of tomorrow will first need to be
able to lead themselves. They can only really lead themselves optimally, if they are on point physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. The way to get there is via Hari’s teachings
emanating from The Leadership B.E.A.T Model™.
Hari is the author of the book ‘The Thought Gym’ and his teachings have been successfully
applied across universities, community groups, well-being centres and businesses.
Check out Hari speaking here:
TEDx Talk (13 mins), Speaking Compilation (7 mins), Trailer (1 min)
HariKalymnios.com

Who Hari has worked
Some of the organisations that Hari has
spoken at, written for or delivered training at.

Hari recently came in to KBR and ran a lunchtime training session to help us kick start our health
and wellness program. He was very effective, engaging and inspiring in how he presented his
groundbreaking material to our employees as well as being positive, professional and well
prepared in how he interacted with our company representatives who hired him. I recommend
him as someone who is at the very cutting edge of his field, who is very much living his trade,
walking his talk and most importantly is someone with a good heart, a hard working and caring
nature and a natural passion for helping people.
Amit Roychoudhury, UK Pensions & Benefits Manager
KBR
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